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We present a novel optimization method, named the Combined Optimization Method (COM),
for the joint optimization of two or more cost functions. Unlike the conventional joint optimization
schemes, which try to find minima in a weighted sum of cost functions, the COM explores search
space for common minima shared by all the cost functions. Given a set of multiple cost functions
that have qualitatively different distributions of local minima with each other, the proposed method
finds the common minima with a high success rate without the help of any metaheuristics. As
a demonstration, we apply the COM to the crystal structure prediction in materials science. By
introducing the concept of data assimilation, i.e., adopting the theoretical potential energy of the
crystal and the crystallinity, which characterizes the agreement with the theoretical and experimen-
tal X-ray diffraction patterns, as cost functions, we show that the correct crystal structures of Si
diamond, low quartz, and low cristobalite can be predicted with significantly higher success rates
than the previous methods.
Continuous optimization, i.e., finding a global mini-
mum of a continuous nonlinear cost function, is one of
the most fundamental and important problems encoun-
tered in almost all the fields of science and engineering.
For solving the optimization problem, a variety of classi-
cal optimization algorithms, such as the gradient descent,
conjugate gradient, Newton and quasi-Newton methods,
downhill simplex method, etc. have been developed so far
and long been used widely [1]. If the cost function has
a rugged landscape in a high-dimensional search space,
however, such classical algorithms easily fail to find the
global optimal point, and get trapped by local minima, or
metastable states. In order to overcome the shortcoming
in the classical schemes, various types of so-called meta-
heuristics, which are higher-level problem-independent
frameworks, have been developed [2]. Typical examples
of metaheuristics are; random search [3], simulated an-
nealing [4], genetic algorithm [5], particle swarm opti-
mization [6, 7], exchange Monte Carlo [8], Bayesian op-
timization [9], etc.
Theoretical structure prediction is one of the most im-
portant applications of such continuous optimization in
physics, chemistry, biology, and pharmacy. Recently,
thanks to the development in computational power of
the state-of-the-art supercomputers, the metaheuristic
approach to the theoretical potential energy of the crys-
tal has also been applied vigorously to the structure pre-
diction for various materials with great success [10–21].
The prediction ability of such theoretical methods, how-
ever, becomes depleted quite rapidly as target materials
become more and more complex. This is due to an ex-
ponentially large search space with the increase of the
number of atoms, and also to an extremely rugged land-
scape of the potential energies [22].
One of the promising approaches against the exponen-
tial complexity is to utilize available experimental data
for support. It is expected that, by taking a weighted
sum of two or more different cost functions, a part of
trivial local minima from each cost function could be re-
moved, and thus the success rate would increase. Again
in the crystal structure prediction, for example, Puts,
Scho¨n, and Jansen proposed to use a combined cost func-
tion composed of some approximate potential energy and
the coincidence with experimental x-ray diffraction data.
Some real crystal structures have been reproduced by us-
ing this method [23, 24] much more efficiently than the
methods that utilize only the experimental data, such as
the direct space method [25, 26] and the maximum en-
tropy method [27]. More recently, the present authors
demonstrated that the crystal structure prediction with
reliable potential energy can be made quite efficient and
robust by combining with partial and incomplete exper-
imental data [28].
Optimizing a sum of multiple cost functions is called
the Pareto optimization [29, 30]. In the Pareto optimiza-
tion, multiple cost functions are summed up to make a
new cost function so as to avoid the overfitting or the
local minima of each cost function. In such cases, a fine
tuning of the weights between the cost functions is in-
evitable thus an inappropriate choice of the weights can
easily give wrong answers.
Here, it should be pointed out that, in the application
of the joint optimization, the distribution of local min-
ima of the multiple cost functions often have a special
property, i.e., all the cost functions share the same min-
imum as the global minimum. Indeed, in the example of
the crystal structure predictions discussed above, the cor-
rect crystal structure is (at least approximately) a global
minimum of the theoretical potential energy as well as
that of the difference from the experimental data. This
special property makes the Pareto optimization more ro-
bust against the choice of the weights between the cost
functions [28]. Furthermore, as demonstrated below, if
the cost functions have such a property, the global min-
imum is obtained by searching for a common minimum,
instead of the minimum of the combined cost function,
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2with a much higher success rate. In this paper, we present
a new optimization method for the joint optimization,
named the Combined Optimization Method (COM), that
explores the search space for common minima shared
by the multiple cost functions. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our method by applying it to the crystal
structure prediction in materials science by combining
the theoretical potential energy of the crystal and the
crystallinity, which characterizes the agreement with the
theoretical and experimental X-ray diffraction patterns,
as the cost functions. They are expected to have qualita-
tively different distributions of local minima besides the
global minimum, which corresponds to the correct crys-
tal structure. We apply our method to Si diamond struc-
ture, low quartz, and low cristobalite, and show that the
correct target structures can be found with significantly
higher success rate than the previous work.
COMBINED OPTIMIZATION METHOD (COM)
Our algorithm is a non-trivial extension of the gradi-
ent descent. Let f(x) be the multi-variable cost func-
tion to be minimized, where x = (x1, x2, · · · , xD) is a
D-dimensional vector. In the standard gradient descent,
we try to decrease f(x) by moving x in the direction of
the negative gradient of f (or force), i.e.,
xi ← xi − γ ∂f
∂xi
(x) for i = 1, · · · , D, (1)
where the parameter γ > 0 is called the learning rate.
In the case of joint optimization of N cost functions,
f1(x), · · · , fN (x), a linear combination of the cost func-
tions,
f(x) =
N∑
k=1
αkfk(x), (2)
is often introduced, where αk (k = 1, · · · , N) denotes the
weight (or the importance) of the k-th cost function, fk.
The gradient descent will find one of local minima of the
cost function; the result strongly depends on the initial
condition.
By appropriately combining two or more cost func-
tions that share the same global minimum but have dif-
ferent distributions of local minima, we expect that the
cost of local minima is increased relative to the global
minimum, and it may enhance the success rate of the
optimization. It should be noted, however, that the lo-
cal minima can not be removed completely in general,
even if the weights {αk} are chosen carefully (see Fig. 1).
This means that the gradient descent still gets trapped
by one of the remaining local minima, and thus one has
to introduce some metaheuristics, such as the simulated
annealing [12, 13, 28].
Algorithm 1 Combined Optimization Method (COM)
1: Choose initial condition x at random in the D-
dimensional search space, set sign factors {si}Di=1 to ei-
ther +1 or -1 at random, and set the initial learning rate
∆x appropriately, e.g., ∆x = 0.1.
2: while ∆x > threshold do
3: Calculate the generalized force F = (F1, · · · , FD) as
Fi =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
k=1
1
‖∇fk‖2
(
∂fk
∂xi
)2
for i = 1, · · · , D. (3)
4: Determine the sign factors {si}Di=1 as
si =

+1 if (∂fk/∂xi) ≥ 0 for all k,
−1 if (∂fk/∂xi) ≤ 0 for all k,
unchanged otherwise.
(4)
5: Update x as
xi ← xi − siFi∆x for i = 1, · · · , D. (5)
6: If all the sign factors change their signs, then
∆x← ∆x/2. (6)
7: end while
In order to avoid being trapped by local minima, we
introduce two essential modifications to the gradient de-
scent. Our algorithm, named “Combined Optimization
Method (COM),” is summarized in Algorithm 1. First,
we introduce a generalized force defined in equation 3.
By definition, each component of the generalized force,
Fi, is non-negative and becomes zero iff all the derivatives
∂fk/∂xi (k = 1, · · · , N) vanish. This guarantees that the
algorithm will stop only at the common minimum shared
by all the cost functions. Second, we introduce the mem-
ory to the direction of update. In equation 4, the sign
factors {si}, which determines the direction of update,
are chosen according to the unanimity rule for each com-
ponent. When the votes are split, the sign factor of the
previous step is inherited for that component. The last
rule introduces the memory effect, or the momentum, in
the optimization process, and helps the configuration x
to escape from local minima of the individual cost func-
tions.
It should be noted that the generalized force, F, is al-
ways normalized to unity, i.e., ‖F‖ = 1. The learning
rate in the present algorithm, ∆x, has the same physical
dimension as xi, and thus one can choose the initial value
of ∆x in a natural way by considering the physical prop-
erty of the target problem as we will discuss later. At
step 6 in Algorithm 1, the learning rate is halved when
all the sign factors change their signs at the same time,
which gradually decreases ∆x near the optimal point.
The proposed method reduces to the conventional gra-
dient descent besides the learning rate, if we consider only
one cost function, i.e., N = 1. Although the COM is an
3extension of the gradient descent, its convergence behav-
ior is qualitatively different due to the construction of the
generalize force and the introduction of the memory ef-
fect. Especially, the direction of optimization, i.e., the set
of the sign factors {si}, is not determined by a particular
cost function nor by the average of cost functions, but de-
pends on the detailed landscape of all the cost functions
via the unanimity rule (equation 4). Nearby the common
minimum, all the sign factors change their signs at every
step, and as a result, a dumped oscillation occurs around
the optimal point. On the other hand, such an oscillation
does not occur at a local minimum of each cost function,
since the sign factors do not change at such a point (see
Fig. 1).
The above argument can be generalized to higher-
dimensional cases (D > 1). Let us consider the gradi-
ent descent for a single cost function (N = 1). With a
sufficiently small learning rate, the D-dimensional search
space can be decomposed into a set of domains, each of
which defines a “basin of attraction” of each global or
local minimum of the cost function. We define such a
set of domains for each cost function also in the case of
the joint optimization (N > 1). Then, we consider one
of intersections of N domains. By construction, M of all
N functions have their minima in this intersection. If
M=N , the COM can not escape from the intersection.
Indeed, the intersection containing the global minimum,
which is shared by all the cost function, has exactly N
minima. In other words, the COM gets trapped in the
vicinity of the global minimum as we have expected. If
M < N , on the other hand, the COM can escape from
the intersection, since at least one sign factor does not
change its sign within the intersection. This remarkable
property of the COM enables us to reach the common
minimum.
Indeed, the average number of intersections with ex-
actly N minima can be estimated as follows; Let ni the
number of local minima in i-th cost function (i = 1 · · ·N)
and ns the total number of intersections. By construc-
tion ns ≥ ni for i = 1 · · ·N . Note that the equality holds
only when all the cost functions are identical with each
other, and we can expect that ns is much larger than
ni’s as we prepare the set of cost functions so that they
have different distributions of local minima. Then, since
the probability that a randomly chosen intersection con-
tains a local minimum of i-th cost function is given by
ni/ns, the average number of intersections with exactly
N minima is
[ N∏
i=1
ni
ns
]
× ns =
∏N
i=1 ni
nN−1s
 ni for i = 1 · · ·N , (7)
that is, in average the number of such intersections al-
ways becomes much smaller the number of local minima
of each cost function. Thus, we expect that the COM
process converges to the global minimum with high suc-
cess rate, in comparison with the conventional joint op-
timization using a linear combination of cost functions.
Initial state
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o
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<latexit sha1_base64="kGsOu2WpmZAXcu4e0VIZbUNR2Lk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kGsOu2WpmZAXcu4e0VIZbUNR2Lk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kGsOu2WpmZAXcu4e0VIZbUNR2Lk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kGsOu2WpmZAXcu4e0VIZbUNR2Lk=">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</latexit>
f1(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="O4ezh8mM4lGdaS3Dknx/sazyoqM=">AAADMXicpVI7TxtBEB5fwjM8kwYpjYVlBI01RwOiQklDySPGSICsu2NtVtxL d2sTYuUPpKOKFKpESoEo8xPS8Aco3EXpIkqQaCjy7foQAgso2NXdznw73+x8u+PGvkwVcztnvXjZ09vXPzD4amh4ZHRs/PV6GjUST5S9yI+SDddJhS9DUVZS+WIjToQTuL6ouHvv9X6lKZJURuEHdRCL7cCph7ImPUcBqtSqdn7640x1rMAlNiPfbdiZUaBsLEfjuUHaoh2KyKMGBSQoJAXbJ4dSzE 2yiSkGtk0tYAksafYFfSbNbSBKIMIBuod/Hd5mhobwdc7UsD2c4uNLwMxTkc/4mC/4lE/4H18/mKtlcuhaDrC6Ha6Iq6NfJtaunmQFWBXt3rIerVlRjeZNrRK1xwbRKrwOv/np68XawmqxNcU/+Bz1f+c2/4aCsHnp/VwRq0fIXnzWfFiPCy2dGw/h75vbDIy+EO/XAq5fpw5E167r1diN/gj5tJ8A yXdFbuFdpPEVzsYp6CP7ftd0G+uzJZtL9goXFt9lHdVPb2mSptE1c7RIS7RMZaPikL7RkfXLalt/rL+dUCuXcd7QnWGd/we+R6zo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O4ezh8mM4lGdaS3Dknx/sazyoqM=">AAADMXicpVI7TxtBEB5fwjM8kwYpjYVlBI01RwOiQklDySPGSICsu2NtVtxL d2sTYuUPpKOKFKpESoEo8xPS8Aco3EXpIkqQaCjy7foQAgso2NXdznw73+x8u+PGvkwVcztnvXjZ09vXPzD4amh4ZHRs/PV6GjUST5S9yI+SDddJhS9DUVZS+WIjToQTuL6ouHvv9X6lKZJURuEHdRCL7cCph7ImPUcBqtSqdn7640x1rMAlNiPfbdiZUaBsLEfjuUHaoh2KyKMGBSQoJAXbJ4dSzE 2yiSkGtk0tYAksafYFfSbNbSBKIMIBuod/Hd5mhobwdc7UsD2c4uNLwMxTkc/4mC/4lE/4H18/mKtlcuhaDrC6Ha6Iq6NfJtaunmQFWBXt3rIerVlRjeZNrRK1xwbRKrwOv/np68XawmqxNcU/+Bz1f+c2/4aCsHnp/VwRq0fIXnzWfFiPCy2dGw/h75vbDIy+EO/XAq5fpw5E167r1diN/gj5tJ8A yXdFbuFdpPEVzsYp6CP7ftd0G+uzJZtL9goXFt9lHdVPb2mSptE1c7RIS7RMZaPikL7RkfXLalt/rL+dUCuXcd7QnWGd/we+R6zo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O4ezh8mM4lGdaS3Dknx/sazyoqM=">AAADMXicpVI7TxtBEB5fwjM8kwYpjYVlBI01RwOiQklDySPGSICsu2NtVtxL d2sTYuUPpKOKFKpESoEo8xPS8Aco3EXpIkqQaCjy7foQAgso2NXdznw73+x8u+PGvkwVcztnvXjZ09vXPzD4amh4ZHRs/PV6GjUST5S9yI+SDddJhS9DUVZS+WIjToQTuL6ouHvv9X6lKZJURuEHdRCL7cCph7ImPUcBqtSqdn7640x1rMAlNiPfbdiZUaBsLEfjuUHaoh2KyKMGBSQoJAXbJ4dSzE 2yiSkGtk0tYAksafYFfSbNbSBKIMIBuod/Hd5mhobwdc7UsD2c4uNLwMxTkc/4mC/4lE/4H18/mKtlcuhaDrC6Ha6Iq6NfJtaunmQFWBXt3rIerVlRjeZNrRK1xwbRKrwOv/np68XawmqxNcU/+Bz1f+c2/4aCsHnp/VwRq0fIXnzWfFiPCy2dGw/h75vbDIy+EO/XAq5fpw5E167r1diN/gj5tJ8A yXdFbuFdpPEVzsYp6CP7ftd0G+uzJZtL9goXFt9lHdVPb2mSptE1c7RIS7RMZaPikL7RkfXLalt/rL+dUCuXcd7QnWGd/we+R6zo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O4ezh8mM4lGdaS3Dknx/sazyoqM=">AAADMXicpVI7TxtBEB5fwjM8kwYpjYVlBI01RwOiQklDySPGSICsu2NtVtxL d2sTYuUPpKOKFKpESoEo8xPS8Aco3EXpIkqQaCjy7foQAgso2NXdznw73+x8u+PGvkwVcztnvXjZ09vXPzD4amh4ZHRs/PV6GjUST5S9yI+SDddJhS9DUVZS+WIjToQTuL6ouHvv9X6lKZJURuEHdRCL7cCph7ImPUcBqtSqdn7640x1rMAlNiPfbdiZUaBsLEfjuUHaoh2KyKMGBSQoJAXbJ4dSzE 2yiSkGtk0tYAksafYFfSbNbSBKIMIBuod/Hd5mhobwdc7UsD2c4uNLwMxTkc/4mC/4lE/4H18/mKtlcuhaDrC6Ha6Iq6NfJtaunmQFWBXt3rIerVlRjeZNrRK1xwbRKrwOv/np68XawmqxNcU/+Bz1f+c2/4aCsHnp/VwRq0fIXnzWfFiPCy2dGw/h75vbDIy+EO/XAq5fpw5E167r1diN/gj5tJ8A yXdFbuFdpPEVzsYp6CP7ftd0G+uzJZtL9goXFt9lHdVPb2mSptE1c7RIS7RMZaPikL7RkfXLalt/rL+dUCuXcd7QnWGd/we+R6zo</latexit>
f2(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="6EAO97lUMQJAPmOJwJFOTSg1il8=">AAADMXicpVI9TxtBEB1fCDiQ8JE0kWisWEakseZoQKlQ0qTkyxgJW9bd sXZW3Jfu1k6IlT+QLhUSVImUAlHyE2jyB1K4Q3TIJZHSpODt+hAiFqHIru525u282Xm748a+TBVzL2c9GHk4OpZ/ND7x+Mnk1PTM0800aieeqHiRHyVbrpMKX4aioqTyxVacCCdwfVF1d9/o/WpHJKmMwg21F4t64LRC2ZSeowBVm42FwvyHl43pIpfZjMKwYWdGkbKxEs3kxqlGOxSRR2 0KSFBICrZPDqWY22QTUwysTl1gCSxp9gV9Is1tI0ogwgG6i38L3naGhvB1ztSwPZzi40vALFCJf/IRX/IPPuYL/nNnrq7JoWvZw+oOuCJuTH1+vv77XlaAVdG7G9Y/a1bUpCVTq0TtsUG0Cm/A73zcv1x/tVbqzvE37qP+r9zjUygIO7+876ti7RDZS/8179bjQsvgxkP4781tBkZfiPfr Atev0wKia9f1auxaf4R82k+AFIYia3gXaXyFs3EK+sj+u2uGjc2Fss1le5WLy6+zjsrTLL2geXTNIi3TW1qhilHxhQ7o0DqxetaZdT4ItXIZ5xndGlb/CsESrOk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6EAO97lUMQJAPmOJwJFOTSg1il8=">AAADMXicpVI9TxtBEB1fCDiQ8JE0kWisWEakseZoQKlQ0qTkyxgJW9bd sXZW3Jfu1k6IlT+QLhUSVImUAlHyE2jyB1K4Q3TIJZHSpODt+hAiFqHIru525u282Xm748a+TBVzL2c9GHk4OpZ/ND7x+Mnk1PTM0800aieeqHiRHyVbrpMKX4aioqTyxVacCCdwfVF1d9/o/WpHJKmMwg21F4t64LRC2ZSeowBVm42FwvyHl43pIpfZjMKwYWdGkbKxEs3kxqlGOxSRR2 0KSFBICrZPDqWY22QTUwysTl1gCSxp9gV9Is1tI0ogwgG6i38L3naGhvB1ztSwPZzi40vALFCJf/IRX/IPPuYL/nNnrq7JoWvZw+oOuCJuTH1+vv77XlaAVdG7G9Y/a1bUpCVTq0TtsUG0Cm/A73zcv1x/tVbqzvE37qP+r9zjUygIO7+876ti7RDZS/8179bjQsvgxkP4781tBkZfiPfr Atev0wKia9f1auxaf4R82k+AFIYia3gXaXyFs3EK+sj+u2uGjc2Fss1le5WLy6+zjsrTLL2geXTNIi3TW1qhilHxhQ7o0DqxetaZdT4ItXIZ5xndGlb/CsESrOk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6EAO97lUMQJAPmOJwJFOTSg1il8=">AAADMXicpVI9TxtBEB1fCDiQ8JE0kWisWEakseZoQKlQ0qTkyxgJW9bd sXZW3Jfu1k6IlT+QLhUSVImUAlHyE2jyB1K4Q3TIJZHSpODt+hAiFqHIru525u282Xm748a+TBVzL2c9GHk4OpZ/ND7x+Mnk1PTM0800aieeqHiRHyVbrpMKX4aioqTyxVacCCdwfVF1d9/o/WpHJKmMwg21F4t64LRC2ZSeowBVm42FwvyHl43pIpfZjMKwYWdGkbKxEs3kxqlGOxSRR2 0KSFBICrZPDqWY22QTUwysTl1gCSxp9gV9Is1tI0ogwgG6i38L3naGhvB1ztSwPZzi40vALFCJf/IRX/IPPuYL/nNnrq7JoWvZw+oOuCJuTH1+vv77XlaAVdG7G9Y/a1bUpCVTq0TtsUG0Cm/A73zcv1x/tVbqzvE37qP+r9zjUygIO7+876ti7RDZS/8179bjQsvgxkP4781tBkZfiPfr Atev0wKia9f1auxaf4R82k+AFIYia3gXaXyFs3EK+sj+u2uGjc2Fss1le5WLy6+zjsrTLL2geXTNIi3TW1qhilHxhQ7o0DqxetaZdT4ItXIZ5xndGlb/CsESrOk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6EAO97lUMQJAPmOJwJFOTSg1il8=">AAADMXicpVI9TxtBEB1fCDiQ8JE0kWisWEakseZoQKlQ0qTkyxgJW9bd sXZW3Jfu1k6IlT+QLhUSVImUAlHyE2jyB1K4Q3TIJZHSpODt+hAiFqHIru525u282Xm748a+TBVzL2c9GHk4OpZ/ND7x+Mnk1PTM0800aieeqHiRHyVbrpMKX4aioqTyxVacCCdwfVF1d9/o/WpHJKmMwg21F4t64LRC2ZSeowBVm42FwvyHl43pIpfZjMKwYWdGkbKxEs3kxqlGOxSRR2 0KSFBICrZPDqWY22QTUwysTl1gCSxp9gV9Is1tI0ogwgG6i38L3naGhvB1ztSwPZzi40vALFCJf/IRX/IPPuYL/nNnrq7JoWvZw+oOuCJuTH1+vv77XlaAVdG7G9Y/a1bUpCVTq0TtsUG0Cm/A73zcv1x/tVbqzvE37qP+r9zjUygIO7+876ti7RDZS/8179bjQsvgxkP4781tBkZfiPfr Atev0wKia9f1auxaf4R82k+AFIYia3gXaXyFs3EK+sj+u2uGjc2Fss1le5WLy6+zjsrTLL2geXTNIi3TW1qhilHxhQ7o0DqxetaZdT4ItXIZ5xndGlb/CsESrOk=</latexit>
f1(x) + f2(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="yckyH3RFYlvnKbcRLtxT+FS4J/M=">AAADPHicpVJNTxRBEK0dBREUFrmYeJm4WYMx2dRwwXgieuHIhwskQC YzQ+/a2fnKTO8qbvwD/gEOcMEEE8J/8MKFP+CBuxdCOGHgwsHXvWOIbsCD3Znpqtf1ql91l5+GMlfMxyXrzt2BwXtD94dHHjwcHSuPP1rKk3YWiHqQhEm24nu5CGUs6kqqUKykmfAiPxTLfuuN3l/uiCyXSfxWbaZiPfKasWzIwFOA3HK54TqTH57bL+yGO2XDcssVrrEZdr/hFEaF ijGXjJeGaY02KKGA2hSRoJgU7JA8yjFXySGmFNg6dYFlsKTZF/SJNLeNKIEID2gL/ya81QKN4eucuWEHOCXEl4FpU5W/8z6f8xEf8Alf3Zira3JoLZtY/R5XpO7Y58eLl/9kRVgVvbtm3apZUYNeGq0S2lOD6CqCHr/zcet88dVCtfuMv/Ap9O/yMR+igrjzM9ibFwvbyF79r3lzPT 5q6d14DP+9uc3I1Bfj/brA9es0gWjtWq/GftefIJ/2MyB2X+Qa3kUaX+FsnII+cv7umn5jaarmcM2Z58rM66KjhugJPaVJdM00zdAszVEdSju0Q3v01fpm/bBOrbNeqFUqOBP0x7AufgHU16+e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yckyH3RFYlvnKbcRLtxT+FS4J/M=">AAADPHicpVJNTxRBEK0dBREUFrmYeJm4WYMx2dRwwXgieuHIhwskQC YzQ+/a2fnKTO8qbvwD/gEOcMEEE8J/8MKFP+CBuxdCOGHgwsHXvWOIbsCD3Znpqtf1ql91l5+GMlfMxyXrzt2BwXtD94dHHjwcHSuPP1rKk3YWiHqQhEm24nu5CGUs6kqqUKykmfAiPxTLfuuN3l/uiCyXSfxWbaZiPfKasWzIwFOA3HK54TqTH57bL+yGO2XDcssVrrEZdr/hFEaF ijGXjJeGaY02KKGA2hSRoJgU7JA8yjFXySGmFNg6dYFlsKTZF/SJNLeNKIEID2gL/ya81QKN4eucuWEHOCXEl4FpU5W/8z6f8xEf8Alf3Zira3JoLZtY/R5XpO7Y58eLl/9kRVgVvbtm3apZUYNeGq0S2lOD6CqCHr/zcet88dVCtfuMv/Ap9O/yMR+igrjzM9ibFwvbyF79r3lzPT 5q6d14DP+9uc3I1Bfj/brA9es0gWjtWq/GftefIJ/2MyB2X+Qa3kUaX+FsnII+cv7umn5jaarmcM2Z58rM66KjhugJPaVJdM00zdAszVEdSju0Q3v01fpm/bBOrbNeqFUqOBP0x7AufgHU16+e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yckyH3RFYlvnKbcRLtxT+FS4J/M=">AAADPHicpVJNTxRBEK0dBREUFrmYeJm4WYMx2dRwwXgieuHIhwskQC YzQ+/a2fnKTO8qbvwD/gEOcMEEE8J/8MKFP+CBuxdCOGHgwsHXvWOIbsCD3Znpqtf1ql91l5+GMlfMxyXrzt2BwXtD94dHHjwcHSuPP1rKk3YWiHqQhEm24nu5CGUs6kqqUKykmfAiPxTLfuuN3l/uiCyXSfxWbaZiPfKasWzIwFOA3HK54TqTH57bL+yGO2XDcssVrrEZdr/hFEaF ijGXjJeGaY02KKGA2hSRoJgU7JA8yjFXySGmFNg6dYFlsKTZF/SJNLeNKIEID2gL/ya81QKN4eucuWEHOCXEl4FpU5W/8z6f8xEf8Alf3Zira3JoLZtY/R5XpO7Y58eLl/9kRVgVvbtm3apZUYNeGq0S2lOD6CqCHr/zcet88dVCtfuMv/Ap9O/yMR+igrjzM9ibFwvbyF79r3lzPT 5q6d14DP+9uc3I1Bfj/brA9es0gWjtWq/GftefIJ/2MyB2X+Qa3kUaX+FsnII+cv7umn5jaarmcM2Z58rM66KjhugJPaVJdM00zdAszVEdSju0Q3v01fpm/bBOrbNeqFUqOBP0x7AufgHU16+e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yckyH3RFYlvnKbcRLtxT+FS4J/M=">AAADPHicpVJNTxRBEK0dBREUFrmYeJm4WYMx2dRwwXgieuHIhwskQC YzQ+/a2fnKTO8qbvwD/gEOcMEEE8J/8MKFP+CBuxdCOGHgwsHXvWOIbsCD3Znpqtf1ql91l5+GMlfMxyXrzt2BwXtD94dHHjwcHSuPP1rKk3YWiHqQhEm24nu5CGUs6kqqUKykmfAiPxTLfuuN3l/uiCyXSfxWbaZiPfKasWzIwFOA3HK54TqTH57bL+yGO2XDcssVrrEZdr/hFEaF ijGXjJeGaY02KKGA2hSRoJgU7JA8yjFXySGmFNg6dYFlsKTZF/SJNLeNKIEID2gL/ya81QKN4eucuWEHOCXEl4FpU5W/8z6f8xEf8Alf3Zira3JoLZtY/R5XpO7Y58eLl/9kRVgVvbtm3apZUYNeGq0S2lOD6CqCHr/zcet88dVCtfuMv/Ap9O/yMR+igrjzM9ibFwvbyF79r3lzPT 5q6d14DP+9uc3I1Bfj/brA9es0gWjtWq/GftefIJ/2MyB2X+Qa3kUaX+FsnII+cv7umn5jaarmcM2Z58rM66KjhugJPaVJdM00zdAszVEdSju0Q3v01fpm/bBOrbNeqFUqOBP0x7AufgHU16+e</latexit>
GD
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of how the COM works for
the case with N = 2 and D = 1: there are 3 intersections. In
this case, from left or right intersection, traditional approach
may not go to the global minimum but COM always goes.
For example, We start the optimization from the initial state,
represented by the left vertical dashed line. The standard
gradient decent (GD) for f1(x) + f2(x), (gray dashed curve),
gets trapped at the nearest local minimum (left filled circle).
On the other hand, in the COM, the optimization does not
stop at the local minimum but keeps on moving to the right,
since df2/dx < 0 until arriving at the global minimum (right
filled circle). By this way, the COM can overcome the barrier
between local minima.
APPLICATION TO CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
PREDICTION
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the
COM, by applying it to an optimization problem that we
encounter in materials science. Here, we address the crys-
tal structure prediction by simultaneously optimizing the
theoretical potential energy and the degree of coincidence
with experimental data, the same problem discussed by
Tsujimoto et al. [28]. As target materials, we consider
Si diamond structure and two well-known polymorphs of
SiO2, low quartz and low cristobalite. Theoretical struc-
ture prediction for SiO2 is extremely difficult since there
exist an enormous number of metastable structures.
We introduce two cost functions that have qualitatively
different properties with one another. The first cost func-
tion, E(x), is the theoretical potential energy of the crys-
tal, which is a function of atomic position x and in general
sensitive to the local structure between adjacent atoms.
For calculating the potential energy from the position of
atoms, we adopt the classical force field, the Tersoff po-
tential [31] and the Tsuneyuki potential [32] for Si and
SiO2, respectively, by using the LAMMPS package [33]
through the ASE [34].
The second cost function is defined using the powder
X-ray diffraction pattern, which reflects the long-range
periodicity of the crystal. We calculate the diffraction in-
tensity, Icalc(θ;x), where θ is the diffraction angle, from
the atomic position x, and measure the degree of coinci-
4dence with the experimental diffraction intensity, Iexp(θ).
For the calculation of Icalc(θ;x), we use the atomic scat-
tering factors listed in International Tables for Crystal-
lography [35]. In the conventional crystal structure deter-
mination by using experimental X-ray diffraction data,
the so-called R-value,
R(x) =
∫
dθ ‖Iobs(θ)− Icalc(θ;x)‖∫
dθ Iobs(θ)
, (8)
has been used widely [25, 36]. This R-value is, however,
sensitive to the noise and/or the background of the ex-
perimental data, and thus it does not necessarily give the
global minimum even at the correct crystal structure. In
the present work, we adopt a cost function that does
not use the intensity information of the X-ray diffraction
peaks [28], which is defined by
D(x) = 1− λ(x), (9)
where λ(x) is called “crystallinity” calculated using only
the positions of the experimental X-ray diffraction peaks,
i.e.,
λ(x) =
∑
θobs
∫ θobs+δ
θobs−δ
Icalc(θ;x) dθ∫
Icalc(θ;x) dθ
. (10)
Here, Icalc(θ;x) denotes the intensity of the calculated
diffraction pattern for atomic position x, θobs means the
peak positions in the reference (e.g., experimentally ob-
served) diffraction pattern, and δ is the diffraction angle
resolution. In our calculations the diffraction angle reso-
lution δ is set to 0.1◦, and the X-ray wavelength is set to
0.1541 nm, which corresponds to the Cu Kα radiation.
The range of integration in the numerator is restricted
to the vicinity of the peaks observed in the experiment,
and that of the denominator is the whole measured an-
gle. By definition, 0 ≤ D(x) ≤ 1; for the correct crys-
tal structure, where all the calculated peak positions co-
incide with those observed in the experiment, we have
D(x) = 0, otherwise D(x) becomes nonzero.
The global minimum of D(x) is more robust against
the noise in the experimental data. It should be
noted, however, that other non-trivial global minima
with D(x) = 1 may appear, since it does not take into ac-
count the intensity. Although this fact makes more diffi-
cult to determine the correct structure by using the crys-
tallinity alone relative to the R-value, it has been shown
that the crystal structure prediction becomes much more
reliable by combining the crystallinity with the the the-
oretical potential calculation [28]. In what follows, we
demonstrate the COM is able to accelerate further the
structure determination by using the property that the
theoretical potential energy and the crystallinity share
the identical target structure as the their global opti-
mum.
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FIG. 2. Change in the cost functions, E(x) (red dotted line)
and D(x) (blue solid line) of the Si system with ∆x = 0.01.
In the inset, the data between step 1600 and 1800 is enlarged,
where an anti-phase oscillation of E(x) and D(x) is observed.
We observe that the sum of the two cost functions increases,
for example, during step from 1625 to 1650, and as a result
a barrier between local minima is overcome. This can be
archived by the memory effect introduced in the COM.
Si diamond structure
We use a 2× 2× 2 cubic supercell of 64 Si atoms. The
linear size of the supercell is fixed to 2× 5.431 A˚, which
is used as the unit of x and ∆x. The periodic boundary
conditions are imposed. The initial position of atoms is
sampled uniformly at random in the supercell. For the
definition of the crystallinity, we use only three peaks
located between 20◦ and 60◦.
First, we show a typical change in the cost functions,
E(x) andD(x), for ∆x = 0.01 during the COM optimiza-
tion process in Fig. 2. In the early stage of the optimiza-
tion (before step' 1000), we observe thatD(x) decreases
almost monotonically. As for E(x), although it intermit-
tently exhibits a sharp spike structures, both of the val-
ues at spikes and at valleys decrease gradually. This early
stage behavior is similar to that of the standard steepest
descent. In the middle stage (step 1000 ∼ 2000), both
cost functions show oscillating behavior. More precisely,
E(x) and D(x) show an anti-phase oscillation with each
other. This indicates that the configuration is repeatedly
trapped at some local minimum of one of the two cost
functions and escapes from it one after another. This be-
havior can not happen in the standard steepest descent.
The conventional joint optimization using the linear com-
bination of cost functions is not able to escape from lo-
cal minima without the help of metaheuristics, while the
COM can get out of such structures. This is because
the sign factors do not change when the gradients of the
cost functions conflict with each other. Finally, after step
' 2000, they start to decrease again and reach the mini-
mum values successfully, which correspond to the correct
Si diamond structure.
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FIG. 3. Change in the potential energy E(x) of the Si system
with ∆x = 1.0 (gray dashed line), 0.1 (solid blue line), and
0.01 (red dashed-dotted line). With ∆x = 0.1 and 0.01, the
potential energy reaches the optimal value after the optimiza-
tion, while with ∆x = 1.0 the energy continues to fluctuate
and does not converge. In the inset, the horizontal axis is
multiplied by ∆x. In the cases with ∆x = 0.1 and 0.01, the
potential energy shows a similar initial relaxation curve, while
with ∆x = 1.0 the potential energy exhibits different behavior
and stays at higher values than the other cases.
Next, we discuss the ∆x-dependence of the perfor-
mance of the COM. In Fig. 3, we show the change in the
potential energy E(x) for ∆x = 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 starting
from the same initial configuration. It is observed that
when the initial learning rate is sufficiently small, e.g.,
∆x = 0.01 or 0.1, the potential energy exhibits a quick
relaxation at the very early stage of the optimization, and
successfully reaches the correct structure. If the learning
rate is too large, i.e., ∆x = 1.0, on the other hand, the po-
tential energy fluctuates strongly and does not converge
even after 1000 iterations. In the inset of Fig. 3, we show
the same data with the horizontal axis multiplied by ∆x.
We observe the similar behavior in the initial relaxation
for ∆x = 0.01 and 0.1. This means that the optimization
trajectories in the (3× 64)-dimensional search space are
almost identical in these two cases, though the former
requires 10 times more iterations to proceed to the same
distance. With ∆x = 1.0, the initial relaxation follows
a different trajectory from the other cases. This implies
that ∆x = 1.0 is too large in comparison with the typical
length scale of the potential energy landscape, and thus
smaller ∆x (0.1 or 0.01) seems to be more appropriate.
Let us see the ∆x-dependence of the success rate of
the optimization. We prepare 100 different initial config-
urations where the position of atoms is chosen uniformly
at random in the supercell. We stop the COM process
when ∆x becomes smaller than 0.005, or the number of
iterations exceeds some threshold (5000 for ∆x = 1.0 and
0.1, and 50000 for ∆x = 0.01). After the optimization
by the COM, we additionally perform the gradient de-
scent optimization on the potential energy for 200 steps.
The success rate of the optimization strongly depends on
the initial learning rate. For ∆x = 1.0, we observe that
no samples converge to the correct Si diamond structure.
For ∆x = 0.1 and 0.01, about 90 samples among 100 tri-
als reach the correct structure successfully. We point out
that although the cases with ∆x = 0.1 and 0.01 exhibit
similar success rates, the former converges with smaller
number of iterations than the latter. Thus, we conclude
∆x = 0.1 for the optimal initial learning rate.
In the present Si diamond case with ∆x = 0.1, since
the generalized force (equation 3) is normalized to unity
and we have 3 × 64 = 192 coordinate variables in to-
tal for 64 Si atoms, the average displacement in each
component of x by one iteration step is evaluated ap-
proximately as 2 × 5.431 × 0.1/√192 ≈ 0.078 A˚. This
average displacement is smaller enough than the dis-
tance between Si atoms in the Si diamond structure,
5.431 × √3/4 ≈ 2.35 A˚. With ∆x = 1.0, on the other
hand, the average displacement (≈ 0.78 A˚) is the same
order as the bond length between Si atoms, and thus is
too large to capture the structure of the potential energy
landscape. This rough estimation for the appropriate
value for ∆x is consistent with the results of the numer-
ical test presented above.
SiO2 polymorphs
Next, we show the results for low quartz and low cristo-
balite. We consider 2×2×1 supercells containing 36 and
48 atoms for low quartz and low cristobalite, respectively.
The lattice parameters are fixed to the same as those used
in Ref. [28]. For the definition of the crystallinity, we use
seven and six peaks located between 20◦ and 45◦ for low
quartz and low cristobalite, respectively. In Fig. 4, we
show the histograms of the potential energy after the op-
timization. The initial learning rate is set as ∆x = 0.1
in both cases. The COM process is terminated when ∆x
becomes smaller than 0.005, or the number of iterations
exceeds 1000.
For comparison, in Fig. 4, we also present the pre-
vious results obtained by the molecular dynamics with
simulated annealing for E(x) +αND(x), where N is the
number of the atoms in the supercell and the weight α is
set to the optimal value α/kB ' 4.5 × 104 K [28]. Here,
kB is the Boltzmann constant. The integration time step
of the molecular dynamics simulation is 1 fs, and the
temperature is kept at 500 K for the first 4500 steps and
then gradually quenched to 0 K in 700 steps.
As shown in Fig. 4, by using the COM, 130 and 163
samples among 500 trials converge to the correct struc-
ture for low quartz and low cristobalite, respectively.
These success rates are significantly higher than the pre-
vious simulated-annealing results presented in the up-
per half in each graph, especially for low cristobalite. It
should be pointed out that the total number of itera-
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FIG. 4. Histogram of the potential energy after the optimiza-
tion for 500 trials for (a) low quartz and (b) low cristobalite.
The results of the present method is shown in the lower half in
each graph. In the upper half in each graph, for comparison,
the previous results by Tujimoto et al is presented [28]. The
red bars denote the samples that reached the correct struc-
tures which have E = −53.65 eV/SiO2 and −53.48 eV/SiO2
for low quartz and low cristobalite, respectively. Note that
the total number of iterations in the previous study is about
five times longer than the present simulation.
tions for the simulated annealing [28] was 5200, which
is more than five times longer than the present simula-
tion. For the low quartz case, there exists another large
peak around E ' −52.9 eV/SiO2. This structure is also
a common local minimum, but is an artifact due to the
fixed lattice parameters. Indeed, once we further opti-
mize the cell size as a free parameter starting from this
local minimum structure, it converges to the correct low
quartz structure rapidly, and the total success rate in-
creases by about two times.
We have also applied the COM to coesite, another
polymorph of SiO2, but found a lower success rate than
the simulated annealing. This failure might come from
the fact that there are a number of common local optimal
structures of the two cost functions in the case of coesite.
Although these structures have significantly higher ener-
gies than the correct coesite structure, the COM is easily
trapped to these local minima since they are common to
the two cost functions. In such a case, the COM would
not be very useful for searching the global optimal struc-
ture, since the COM is just an extension of the gradient
descent.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented a new optimization
method, the Combined Optimization Method (COM),
for the joint optimization of multiple cost functions that
share a common global minimum. In the COM, we have
introduced two essential ingredients, the generalized force
and the memory (Algorithm 1); They enable the config-
uration to escape from local minima of each cost func-
tion and explore in wider search space, and as a result
guarantee that the optimization will stop at the common
minimum shared by all the cost functions.
We demonstrated the effectiveness of our method by
applying it to the crystal structure prediction in mate-
rials science. As cost functions, we used the theoretical
potential energy of the crystal and the crystallinity, which
characterizes the agreement with the theoretical and ex-
perimental X-ray diffraction patterns. The former is sen-
sitive to the local structure between neighboring atoms,
while the latter reflects the long-range periodicity of the
crystal. As a result, it is expected that they have qual-
itatively different distributions of local minima besides
the global minimum, which corresponds to the correct
crystal structure. We have applied our method to Si di-
amond structure, low crystal, and low cristobalite, and
observed that the correct target structures can be found
with significantly higher success rate than the previous
work.
In the simulation performed in the present paper, we
have fixed the cell parameters so that the potential en-
ergy has a global minimum exactly for each target crystal
structure, and in addition, we have used the theoretically
exact peak positions of each target structure in the def-
inition of the crystallinity. Therefore, in the present ex-
amples, it is guaranteed that the global optimal points of
the two cost functions strictly coincide with each other.
Even though the situation assumed in the present work
sounds too idealized, and in reality the optimal positions
do not necessarily coincide strictly due to experimental
and/or numerical errors or approximations, the COM
should still find the target structure with high success
rate with a help of some traditional local optimization
method at the final stage as long as the two minima are
involved in the same intersection of basins of attraction.
The COM has one tuning parameter, the initial learn-
ing rate, ∆x. If the initial value of ∆x is too large, it
does not decrease and strong fluctuation persists asymp-
totically. If ∆x is too small, on the other hand, it requires
more iterations to explore the whole search space. In the
7present implementation of the COM, the learning rate is
halved when all the sign factors change their signs at the
same time (step 6 in Algorithm 1). From our experience
in the application to the crystal structure prediction, this
rule seems to be too strict: the reduction of ∆x rarely
happens during the optimization process in higher dimen-
sional space. This causes asymptotic strong fluctuation
with too large ∆x as well as the need of (short) gradient
descent iterations at the final stage of the optimization.
Although ∆x has the same physical dimension as xi, and
thus one can choose the initial value of ∆x in a natural
way by considering the physical property of the target
problem, a better choice of the initial value of ∆x as
well as a more robust criterion for the reduction of the
learning rate is a subject of future studies.
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